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SERVICE: Michelle works with clients and interior 

designers to select tile for one room or an entire house.  

The professionals depend on her expertise and product 

knowledge. Michelle and Alex have clients with homes 

here and in other provinces. Desert Tile can source 

products, ship them and provide installation on any  

home, anywhere. 

GET THERE:  551 Bryne Dr., Unit O, Barrie   

705.730.6989 | desertile.com  OH

personal service. People are impressed with Alex’s work and 

they feel safe buying here because they know we provide quality 

products and excellent service.”

THE STYLE: Desert Tile Canada is always on top of what’s 

new and trending in tile style. Tile is like fashion; it changes in 

surprising ways. Some tiles are always “in,” like subway tiles and 

some are going “out,” like glass tiles. Whatever the tile product, 

you will find it here on display in the lovely showroom, which is 

always expanding. Michelle wants homeowners to know that the 

brick look is back, particularly for walls and fireplace surrounds. 

WHAT’S HOT:  “White and grey is still very hot,” says Michelle. 

For the kitchen backsplash, Michelle says simple subway tiles are 

still popular along with hexagon-shaped tiles. In the bathroom, 

larger format tiles – 12-by-24 inches or larger – are all the rage for 

floors and walls. “There are fewer grout lines with large format 

tiles,” explains Michelle. She also recommends textured tile with 

patterns or movement for a modern look. 

THE PLACE:  For Michelle and Alex Paulin, tile is a passion. 

Michelle and Alex have owned and operated Barrie’s Desert 

Tile Canada since 2002. Michelle takes care of the couple’s 

showroom on Bryne Drive while husband Alex handles all 

construction and installation. Their success is well documented – 

voted Best of Barrie by consumers the past two years along with 

the Top Choice award for the city’s Ceramic Tile Dealers. Their 

formula for success is clear. “As a consumer, I know how I want to 

be treated,” Michelle explains. “It’s important for us to provide 
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comfort zone


